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Inter Pares is a Canadian organization dedicated to promoting international social justice. In Canada and overseas we work to build understanding about the causes and effects of poverty and injustice, and the need for social change. We support communities in developing countries to create healthy, safe and secure futures. We support people's struggles for self-determination and their efforts to challenge structural obstacles to change and their alternative development approaches.
As I understand it, this forum is primarily about social justice; it is only secondarily about corporations, and corporate behaviour and values. When we factor corporations into the struggle for justice, we must first talk about how corporations exist as a factor in creating and sustaining injustice. Only then can we can talk about them as a potential factor in promoting justice itself.

From this perspective, when we factor corporations into the pursuit of justice, we are talking not just about Corporate Social Responsibility, or even about corporate social responsibility at all. There are several fundamental issues to be dealt with before Corporate Social Responsibility can become even marginally relevant, let alone a concrete possibility. And when we do talk about CSR, we have to assure that CSR does not presume merely a reform of corporations and the rules that govern their behaviour. It should presume a transformation of corporations, and the fundamental assumptions under which they exist and operate.

CSR, and this discussion, therefore is less about corporations than it is about a radical repositioning of the State and the Citizen vis-à-vis corporations and the commercial sector itself. It assumes a transformation in the structures and norms through which the state and its citizens relate to corporations and the realities they impact.

Conventional wisdom concerning policy advocacy – including lobbying governments and corporations on matters of corporate social responsibility – tells us that if we want to have influence, we cannot say some things that everyone knows to be true, nor demand measures that radically and rationally respond to what we all know. Rather, we are told, we have to be “realistic” and “pragmatic”; we must tailor our message carefully to what political and economic leaders are willing to accept at the moment. In this milieu, the policy advocate – whether an insider or an outsider – spends an inordinate amount of time trying to calculate the limits of the acceptable within whatever institution that is being lobbied, and tailors the message accordingly.

The irony is that, of course, it is we who are being lobbied and critically influenced in this situation. The form, structures and politesse of class and political power set the parameters of our language, our social critique, and our proposals.

We are seeing a very interesting example of this right now in the ambitious Oxfam International Make Trade Fair campaign. The strategy of the campaign has been to meet governments (and corporations) on their own ground, and to pitch the campaign in a discourse that is consistent with the prevailing ideology and economic catechism.

What has been the reaction to round one, launched the last week of April, 2002? On the one hand, many natural allies of Oxfam, north and south, have been critical of the message and assumptions of the campaign. They argue that the campaign’s premise – that increasing “market access” to the global economy will benefit, small (peasant) family producers – ignores the negative impact on local and national economies that export agriculture entails. These effects, the critics say, actually destroy the livelihood of most small producers and other local industry that relies on small producers. While a few may benefit, the majority lose, and are made redundant to the new economy.
At the same time as this critical response was coming from NGOs north and south, the Commission of the European Union issued a press release welcoming the Oxfam report. The release could barely conceal EC delight at the opportunity the campaign was providing for the EC to pitch its own policies – policies that Oxfam in the past has condemned, and to some extent continues to critique in this campaign. The EC clearly comes out on top, and cleverly so, by “welcoming” the Oxfam campaign as a “useful contribution” and declaring the analysis of the report as very close to its own: “not only is trade crucial in combating poverty, it is also a powerful motor for development.”

Now, this statement is an ideological generalization, and the documents of the U.N., the OECD, and the EC itself significantly nuance and condition the assertion even as it stands. I can say this with some confidence because I have participated in this debate from the inside, and have seen what the experts “know” and how the documents are negotiated and developed. But this is a PR war, and the EU press release is propaganda. The press release spins the big assumptions of the Oxfam report in its own favour – indeed appropriates the conclusions to its own ends – while dismissing the deeper analysis and critique that Oxfam has tried to bring to the debate. In welcoming the report and appropriating its conclusion, the EC pre-empts the debate and finesses the policy activists of Oxfam as neatly and appropriating its conclusion, the EC pre-empts the campaign was providing for the EC to pitch its own policies – policies that Oxfam in the past has condemned, and to some extent continues to critique in this campaign. The EC clearly comes out on top, and cleverly so, by “welcoming” the Oxfam campaign as a “useful contribution” and declaring the analysis of the report as very close to its own: “not only is trade crucial in combating poverty, it is also a powerful motor for development.”

In spite of this self-evident reality, social, cultural, economic and environmental disaster continue to be described as deviations from the march of progress, rather than as intrinsic to the project of global capitalism itself.

The Politics of Utility
How are the pervasively negative effects of “progress” rationalized and justified? At the core of the capitalist ethos is the ethics of utilitarianism. The criteria of politics and action are utility and pragmatism: what is useful is true, and what works is good.

The golden rule of the ages, “do unto others as you would have them do unto you” – a rule which in these times could be re-phrased: “guarantee for all what you expect as a right for yourself” – is replaced by the reductionist utilitarian principle, “the greatest good for the greatest number”. Pragmatism replaces justice as our guide. Individual morality and personal ethics are replaced by technique and disembodied social engineering.

Cloaked in the language of objectivity and good intentions, utilitarianism is promoted as democratic and inclusive, where the best thing possible is always done, and the majority always benefit. To the contrary, it is most often undemocratic and exclusionary, and always begins with the assumption that some people – a lot of people – must lose.

Utilitarianism is a win-lose proposition based on the explicit and calculated exclusion of some – often the majority – for the benefit of others. The cost/benefit analysis is virtually always done by those in a position to ensure their own interests, or by their proxies – including people like us in NGOs, universities, research institutions, and community agencies – operating in professional capacities.

In this context, the greatest dilemma of social justice advocates, including the CSR movement, is that we risk becoming an intrinsic part of the system that we should be committed to transform. Our role as advocates often becomes “to ameliorate the worst effects”, to care for those who cannot adapt, those who are left behind – that is, in effect, to “put a human face” on capitalism, corporatism, and the effects of economic globalization.

But of course, the issue is: who benefits and loses, and who decides? When a cost-benefit calculation is made, critical
issues include who makes the calculation, who benefits, and who pays the cost. And when we presume to make this choice on some calculation of a greater good for a greater number, what of others – the lesser number – who not only do not benefit, but actually pay the freight for the rest of us, often at the cost of their communities, their livelihoods and their very lives?

The choice of who pays, and who is left out, at the table of globalized progress, is not haphazard. We know who they are, and their characteristics – race, gender, and class – and we know where they live. As Susan George has said:

Politics used to be about who ruled whom and who got what share of the pie. Aspects of both these central questions remain, of course, but the great new central question is, in my view, “who has got the right to live and who does not?” Radical exclusion is now the order of the day.5

The sustained project of a movement for social justice, including a movement to factor corporations into the pursuit of justice, should be to empower precisely those who are at the short end of the utilitarian equation: the permanently marginalized who are not scheduled – today, or tomorrow, or ever – to be included in the greater good that utilitarian pragmatism and its corporate sponsors promise.

I was chatting one night with a Peruvian friend presently working within the UN system. At one point we were talking of the work of Gustavo Esteva and his critique of development economics and the caricature of the poor such economics promotes.6 My friend exclaimed that we should be talking less about poverty, and more about wealth, and particularly the obscenely-increasing gap between the rich and the poor across the world, south and north. Indeed! If we are to confront the effects of poverty, ultimately we must confront wealth and its privilege.

A decisive obstacle to profound progressive social change – that is, fundamental social, economic and political transformation – is our fatal tendency to want things to change, without really changing anything – especially changing anything that affects ourselves.

But – and I think we all know this – we simply cannot transform the world without in the process transforming ourselves. We cannot stay fabulously rich and still pretend that we are committed to eradicating poverty. We cannot maintain our privilege, if doing away with inequality means – and does it not mean this? – that our privileges must be shared equally and universally. (The root of the word privilege is “private law”, as the root of the word deprivation is “the loss of the private”.)

And if privilege is shared, is it indeed no longer privilege, but a commons? Even if our goal at the outset is more gradualist and reformist, does not pursuit of justice imply at least a reduction of privilege, if not its outright eradication? And whose privilege is to be reduced, if not our own? And more specifically, whose privilege is to be reduced if not corporate privilege, and the private law accorded to corporations – the private law obscured within the mantra of economic “deregulation”?

If we are truly to engage in the pursuit of justice, we need to give breath and heart to alternative ideas to create and conserve vibrant, tolerant, caring and dynamic societies. It is a role of nurturing mutual support and social solidarity, of promoting values of social responsibility and reciprocity, of supporting and mobilizing citizenship in the interests of the entire community.

If any of this is to happen, capitalism itself has to be transformed (an ambitious enough project for any of us to devote a lifetime to!). And if corporations are to be a positive factor in the pursuit of justice they must 1) refute and reverse their relentless campaign to consolidate the neoliberal revolution in public policy; and 2) participate actively in the task of rolling back the disastrous erosion of public control and accountability over corporations, their practices and their profits. Interestingly, this discourse is infiltrating the Davos circle as a reformist agenda almost at the same pace as it is promoted as a radical project by the activists who have made Puerto Alegre their counter-symbol.

What could be the agenda for this corporate transformation? The International Forum on Globalization, one of the forces behind the Puerto Alegre movement, outlines six “strategic options”7 that could certainly occupy us for a little while:

1) Corporate Responsibility (emphasizing voluntary reform and CSR codes);
2) Corporate Accountability (emphasizing legislated reform and codes);
3) Corporate Removal (emphasizing the forced relocation of corporate operations through citizen action at the local level);8
4) Corporate Re-chartering (emphasizing citizen participation in the process of granting, and revoking, corporate charters);
5) Corporate Restructuring (emphasizing a fundamental legal re-definition of the corporation as such, for example by targeting the legal construct of “limited liability”); and,
6) Corporate Dismantling (emphasizing the elimination of corporations as publicly-traded, limited liability entities).
The International Forum on Globalization also addresses the problematic of what it calls “corporate-state collusion”, outlining strategies that emphasize the elimination of bribery and corruption; tighter regulation of big business lobbying; the elimination of “corporate welfare”, special rights, and special exemptions; and establishing clear liability of corporate officers and shareholders for corporate wrong-doing.

It is said that politics is “the art of the possible”. To the contrary, politics could be the art of the possible. But historically, politics has largely been the business of persuading people that various transformative social visions and courses of action are not possible.

In the final analysis, this is what is at stake in our deliberations. Policy is made by people. People like ourselves. It takes courage and political will to challenge conventional irrationality and the balance of forces that reinforce prevailing policy prescriptions and maintain the world in its present trajectory. But other choices are possible. And if enough persons share a choice, and they have political power, that choice is not only possible, it is inevitable. As Francis Ponge tells us, “Beauty is the impossible which lasts”.

Amelioration and Transformation
Much of this debate revolves around the dichotomy between amelioration – advocacy to make things better; and transformation – activism for fundamental structural change.

Let us admit at the outset that we do not have the luxury of leaving the dichotomy intact, of choosing one and leaving the other. We will never be able to make things better unless our goal is to change things fundamentally. But we will also never change things fundamentally unless we are willing to work to make things progressively better by building social movements and creating living, working alternatives to the present structures. The enemy of both strategies is the person who argues either exclusively, at the expense of the other.

It is a disarming cliché of reformers that “best” is the enemy of “good” – that those not satisfied with anything but the most radical result undermine efforts of pragmatic “realists” to achieve good, although perhaps not perfect, measures that are within reach “now”.

It is well to remember that the corollary of this maxim is, inevitably, that the “good” is also enemy of the best, in precisely the same manner. The tendency to dismiss radical long-term goals to achieve some more limited good in the short-term, often undermines significant change proposals that are fundamental to the pursuit of justice, and marginalizes those who make them. Those who set their sights on the basis of what is presently deemed “politically possible” too often resist and block the way to those who propose to change precisely the definition of what is considered possible, and create new possibilities.

The way out of this in our discussion is that we have to strive for the best possible result by doing “good” things that themselves contain the seeds of the better, and the best – that is, measures that contain the seeds of their own transformation, and ultimately the transformation of society. And this strategy should be open and explicit – what I have called elsewhere, an “open conspiracy”9 – rather than guising our strategies in moderate subterfuge that only reinforces the status quo.

In this, may I suggest that we take as our guide Stephen Viederman who offered these “parting thoughts” a few years ago on his retirement from the Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation:

A few years ago the report of a meeting on the future of philanthropy observed that “many social problems like poverty might best now be thought of as organic to capitalism and not subject to ‘cure’”. This is a stunning, and I believe, correct observation. As such it refocuses the challenge for change. The real issue becomes: how to progress from a capitalist economic model that tolerates or even creates poverty – the symptoms – to inventing an economic system that values equity, justice and the environment – the vision. Self-consciously identifying alternative paths inevitably leads to an examination of systematic constraints to change.

Positive change can occur at three levels: amelioration, reformation, and transformation ... amelioration rather than transformation seems organic to philanthropy at this time. However, this can be changed. Engagement with the power dynamic in society is necessary. Otherwise the status quo will be maintained.10

The same can be said of the social justice movement, and particularly those of us working to hold corporations accountable for their effects on society.

Realism and Idealism
Another cliché that people might be tempted to draw out in this forum is the distinction between the idealist and the realist, between the pragmatic achiever and the ineffective dreamer. Again a false, and treacherous, dichotomy. Each of us is, and must be, both. And the most effective of us is the one who acts on present reality on the basis of ideas.
about the future. The most effective among us is the person who acts today on the basis of what she knows about existing reality, to achieve a future she is determined could be possible if the things that prevent that future were changed.

To this end, we might adopt Marcuse’s device of working in two “dimensions”.11 This means examining critically what really is – one dimension of reality – while at the same time defining what is not yet, but which could be – a second dimension of reality. We can try together to live in the future, now. If we can do this, we can begin to imagine how to transform the present world, and ourselves, to create a new one.

Justice
I said earlier that this Forum is not primarily about corporations, but about justice, and the pursuit of justice. The definition of justice that I propose is simple, but difficult. I borrow from Andrea Dworkin – that most remarkable, courageous and relentless of feminist social critics. Dworkin asks simply for a world that offers “one common standard of dignity and opportunity for all”.12 This is the definition of justice I propose for this forum.

Let us use this standard in taking into account corporations, and the economic structures that promote and sustain them, as a factor in the pursuit of justice. How can we ensure that corporations do not undermine the achievement of one common standard of dignity and opportunity for all human beings on this planet? And how can we transform commerce, and the corporations that we have empowered to enact commerce on our behalf, so that they proactively contribute to creating and maintaining a common standard of dignity for everyone living on this precious planet?

Market corporate capitalism is a repudiation of the idea of justice as a natural principle and replaces justice with the feel-good notions of “fairness” and “fair play” and the “level playing field”. These are not political concepts at all, but simple sports metaphors, and false metaphors at that. Life is not a game, nor is economic competition a game. Commerce is not a game, nor is profit-making. It is a transactional exchange, and if the exchange is unequal, it is a win-lose transaction. Market capitalism is not a game; it is more like war, and war is one of its foremost means, and often a business in-and-of-itself.13 The goal is to obliterate competition – not to foster it – and to concentrate wealth and economic power.

Wendell Berry has written a remarkable essay called “The Idea of a Local Economy”. In it Berry declares, “The “law of competition” does not imply that many competitors will compete indefinitely. The law of competition is a simple paradox: Competition destroys competition. The law of competition implies that many competitors, competing without constraint, will ultimately and inevitably reduce the number of competitors to one. The law of competition, in short, is the law of war.14

This is simply true. We see it daily. The increasing concentration of wealth and economic power is stunning. And the implications are profound and stark, because the law of competition, the law of war, is against the law of life, which is the law of diversity and interdependence.

Corporations are in a constant war mode; we must convert them to a peace mode. They are in a mode that is anti-life, and we must convert them into a mode that promotes life, defined by qualities of sustainability, diversity, mutuality, nurturance and interdependence.

Holding corporations accountable, then, and promoting corporate social responsibility, is not about changing the “rules of the game”; but changing the “game” itself.

Justice is not a relative concept. We do not have more or less justice. We have it or we don’t. The problem is not how to pursue justice, but how to eliminate injustice; the problem is not merely the conditions of poverty, it is the conditions of wealth.

There is a point at which profit itself is a social evil, as we see in the malignant concentration of wealth; in the bleeding of communities and local economies; in ecological, cultural and environmental destruction; and especially in the deepening poverty of fully one third the population of the planet, and the sustained poverty of another third.

It is important to note in our efforts to confront the hegemony of corporate rule that the basic assumptions underlying the current economic and political debate are essentially theological and ideological, rather than scientific. Capitalist economics (as Robert Heilbroner points out, “the only kind of economics there is”15) is limited to the study of capital, its creation, distribution and demise, and is incapable of studying or describing anything else in the “economic” realm. This economics is firmly rooted in an ontology – a paradigm of human nature, and of Nature itself – with fundamentalist theological and religious antecedents that are firm, dogmatic and absolute. Within this severe limitation of scope, this economics is most often applied as a post-hoc apologia for ideological prescriptions, rather than as an open-ended and critical inquiry. And in this regard, economic constructs and discourse are almost entirely metaphorical. This is OK – this is true of most
social science, and much of “natural” science as well – but we should recognize it.

For example, “trade” actually is not trade at all, but commerce; trading has been largely outlawed, and “free” trade is only extant on the greenest, and poorest, fringes of national economies. Commerce is now the exchange of “money” for commodities and services, and money itself is the single largest commodity that is exchanged: currency speculation and related ephemeral forms of market speculation lead all purchases made daily around the world. (Weapons, pharmaceutical and recreational drugs, and people are close behind: second, third and fourth, in that order). As Pietro Paolo Masina relates, “trade-related financial flows account for only 2 percent of the capital circulating in the financial markets every day. Even the largest corporations realize more profits on the financial speculation than on selling their traditional products.”

In the same vein, much is made of protecting “profitability”, which refers to return-on-investment. The issue of profitability begs the question: whose investment vs. whose return? And at what cost, and at whose cost?

On May 13, 2002, the Globe and Mail’s Report on Business fretted about the crisis of rising employment in Canada – what would appear to most of us to be good news, since it means that at least some unemployed Canadians are finally beginning to find decent jobs after a long period of high unemployment. For the Globe commentator, however, this was a very bad sign for the business community, indicating a lowering of “productivity” – that is, profit ratios. Bad for “the economy”, the article shouted. What economy? Whose economy?

In calculating “investment” the real cost of infrastructure, waste, environmental degradation, ecological disruption, pollution, and community health are never factored. We hear from the business lobby the mantra of “user fees” to reduce government expenditures, but these are always applied to consumers, not to corporations. Why do we have so many publicly-funded roads, and so few railroads and rapid transit? In Ontario, it is public policy to relentlessly pave over farm and forest to promote the trucking and auto industries.

All business is subsidized by the state, and by workers, and by nature. This subsidy obscures the real cost of doing business, and has to begin to be calculated and counted if the idea of corporate social responsibility is ever to be anything but a sham. Tax freedom day – that day at the end of June when individual Canadians on average have earned that proportion of our annual wages that goes to taxes – arrives for virtually all corporations in early

January before the twelve days of Christmas have ended. Some Christmas present! Santa is not the only one laughing all the way to the bank.

“Competition” and “risk” are two other words that form the magic mantra of free-market capitalism and corporate values. In fact, they are qualities that are avoided rather than promoted. The system promotes the privatization and concentration of profit and wealth, while externalizing the risk and the cost.

The mechanics and object of market capitalism is to limit competition – through the concentration of capital and other means of production – not to increase competition; and to eliminate risk, not to manage and profit from it. The risk is almost entirely socialized by diffusing, in both direct and hidden ways, the costs and losses to the public and the commons, off-loading risk to the public sector and the “public” itself elsewhere, and for other ideological purposes, called the “stakeholders”.

This last metaphor – stakeholder – is the most insidious in the neo-liberal revolution and has been adopted by the federal and provincial governments in Canada with a passion, but also unwisely taken on by social justice advocates as well, including those in the CSR movement.

Citizens are not stakeholders. And the community, let alone the nation, is not a corporation, nor is it property, nor “capital”. The government is not the manager of our collective “stake”. Yet without announcement, stealthily, we have become “stakeholders” in society, rather than citizens, as though society is merely an economic enterprise rather than a collectivity of citizens and interacting communities.

We have become fee-paying “clients” of our governments, as though basic social services are commodities rather than the entitlements of citizenship. Hospitals have been closed, schools boarded up, the local governance structures of towns and cities – many older than Canada itself – disbanded and amalgamated, all at the hands of politicians who see themselves as corporate managers rather than public servants. Education, health care and other basic social services, roads and highways – even our most primary natural resources such as water – are being privatized, and turned over to corporations as profit centres. And those who join together as responsible citizens to advocate different social priorities and policies are spurned as “special interests”, and a threat to good government.

This description of developments in Canada applies in every country in the world – and more tragically so in the countries in the south, which have been cruelly set back in their struggle to establish social democratic traditions.
that Canadians, until recently, have enjoyed for decades as a right of citizenship. The strategic effect of prevailing economic policy has been to liberalize – that is, “free” – international financial and commercial enterprises from the influence of governments, through the deregulation of trade and commerce and the privatization of the social functions of the state. In this process, the idea that national governments should promote and protect the common interests of citizens has been betrayed, while private corporations have come to enjoy rights that no individual citizen can claim. The prevailing economic ideology declares that the logic of the market is the motor of society, rather than that the logic of society itself should determine the mechanisms of the market and the economy. This fundamental inversion isolates and marginalizes those already remote from market mechanisms, and disenfranchises large swaths of entire societies – often a significant majority of the population. With the withdrawal of the state from its role as the promoter and protector of general social welfare, and the privatization of even the most essential social services, the affluent can purchase all the services they wish – water or electricity, education or medical care, police protection or legal assistance – while others have access to nothing, even the resources required to respond to their most basic needs. To the limited extent that the state intervenes to provide meagre assistance to those in need, it is dispensed as charity, not as an entitlement of citizenship. The result is a system that reinforces deep economic and social disparity in society, and in which the basic rights of citizens are privatized and commodified – available for purchase, but only for those with the means.

At the same time the private sector virtually “owns” the public sector, since governments have shifted from self-financing debt through their own monetary instruments – true public debt. They have turned over public debt to private financial institutions, to whom the government now must pay interest rather than simply paying interest into the public purse. This literally give banks the right to print money – once the exclusive prerogative of the Central Banks of the state. And since the money they lend to the government is not actually on hand (the amount of mandatory reserves that banks must hold has diminished precariously in the last few decades), these private financial institutions profit from the perpetual interest on public debt, at no cost, and no risk.

This practice presents the financial sector with a staggering windfall. Added to this windfall is the recent revolution in Canada Pension investment policy, which allows – in fact, requires – the public pension plan to invest its capital (that is, to speculate) in the private sector equity and bond market. Through these two measures, the public sector has created an incredible infusion of no-cost, no-risk cash into the markets, all of it flowing primarily to banks and other financial institutions, and a few key industries that are in fact floated artificially by this constant infusion of low-cost public money.

All of this is essentially one more type of tax expenditure whereby ordinary citizens subsidize the same private corporations that aggressively lobby against public investment in universal social programs and social infrastructure that benefit the broad public and society as a whole.

What extra responsibility to society have these windfalls brought? None at all. To the contrary, accountability has been reduced, since governments which are responsible to all citizens have divested responsibility to corporations which are accountable only to their own shareholders, and then only remotely and symbolically.

It is in this light that corporate crime and malfeasance have to be seen, as yet one more social cost of “doing business”. In a section called “Corporate Crime and Wrong-Doing”, the original discussion paper of the Canadian Democracy and Corporate Accountability Commission (CAC) stated: In the United States, reports from a decade ago suggest that every year approximately 30,000 people were killed and 20 million seriously injured from unsafe consumer products. Industrial accidents, many stemming from corporate cost-cutting exercises, claimed some 14,000 lives a year. Occupational diseases resulted in the death of 100,000 people. In Canada, in the mid-1980s, a worker died every six hours on the job. Studies suggest that more than half of these fatalities resulted from unsafe or illegal working conditions. And yet, while all political parties loudly denounce crime in the streets, corporate crime is, by comparison, badly neglected.19

If profit depends on limited liability, who pays for the phenomena for which corporations are not liable? Bhopal, Exxon Valdez, the Placer Dome spill disaster on Marinduque in the Philippines20, or the Westray disaster right here at home: although there has been some liability, the real costs will never be “paid”, and in any case, money simply is not sufficient – there is no recompense.

These notorious cases we know, but for most damage there is no “event”, simply pervasive long-term catastrophe – social, economic, environmental and health – with an attendant tax expenditure that shifts the liability entirely onto citizens at large with no discussion, debate or even clear choice. It is all invisible, and justified on the basis of the
utilitarian law: the benefits outweigh the costs — without accounting whose benefit, and whose cost.

In this regard, very interesting concepts are “organized crime”, and “criminal organization”. When is “legitimate” business also organized crime? WorldCom and Enron are not the threshold; they are merely the logical extension of the norm. The failed Texas Savings and Loan companies that the Bush family were mired in are not the threshold, but merely a logical extension of the norm. Junk bonds are not the threshold, merely an extension of the norm.

What is the difference between the transnational oil company in Colombia that hires mercenary killers to protect its property, versus the large landowners who organize the same killers to protect their estates while driving peasants off traditional land so they can increase their own holdings; or the illegal drug combines that hire the same killers to enforce production and protect their commercial routes.

Are any of these less criminal, less a part of organized crime?

This question can be posed in a slightly different way concerning the peasant who illegally sharecrops coca – often under coercion – to make the only living she can. How does her “crime” compare to the multinational chemical company that produces – at amazing profit – the poisons that are sprayed on the peasant to kill the crop and drive the peasant off the land? How does her crime compare with that of DynCorp which profiteers on the war in Colombia by running the spraying program for the American and Colombian governments, while on the side deploying mercenary soldiers to advise and direct military operations?

It is of some satisfaction that a class-action lawsuit has been filed in Washington, DC, on behalf of 10,000 farmers in Ecuador by the International Labor Rights Fund. The suit documents how DynCorp – a subsidiary of Lombardi, one of the top 20 U.S. federal contractors – has already sprayed toxic herbicides over 14 percent of the entire land mass of the nation of Colombia, while causing more than 1,100 documented cases of illness among citizens in neighbouring Ecuador, destroying untold acres of food crops, displaced tens of thousands of peasant farmers, and harming the fragile Amazon ecosystem. In addition, DynCorp has also been exposed as a contractor of mercenary soldiers-of-fortune for the covert activities of the U.S. anti-insurgency program in Colombia.

A skim of just three periodicals that arrived on my desk the week I began to prepare these notes reveals just the surface of this phenomenon – in Colombia, worldwide, and here at home.

In The Nation of May 6, Mark Shapiro provided an exposé of an incredible system of global cigarette smuggling and money laundering by Philip Morris and British American Tobacco. The article reveals the details behind a lawsuit filed by European and Canadian governments, and state governments in Colombia.

As someone who has travelled many times to Colombia, and whose work includes ensuring international protection for the victims of its violence, I find it hard to believe that there are executives who develop and execute such “business plans”. Yet the details are now in the public record as part of the 500-page deposition filed in the class-action law suit. Some may dismiss this example by asking “What do you expect of Big Tobacco”, but we would do well to remember that Philip Morris’ major product is not tobacco at all; rather it is among the largest food marketing conglomerates in the world, with literally scores of subsidiaries – including General Foods and Kraft – and hundreds of brand name products stuffing the pantry shelves of consumers the country round.

Another example: the May issue of Mother Jones features a story which begins, “The government continues to award federal business worth billions to companies that repeatedly break the law. A Mother Jones’ investigation reveals which major contractors are the worst offenders.” The “dirty dozen” listed in the article include Ford Motor, TRW (air bags), Archer Daniels Midland, Exxonmobil, E.I Du Pont de Nemours, Avondale Industries (a shipmaking subsidiary of Northrup Grumman), General Motors, General Electric, Olin Corp, Atlantic Richfield, Daimler-Chrysler and Textron – good corporate citizens all, and themselves entities within complex integrated conglomerates that include hundreds of commodities and brand names.

Then the May 13 issue of The Nation includes an article which documents a class action suit launched by Enron investors that alleges the intimate involvement of nine leading banks and financial houses in a conspiracy to devise, conceal and profit from the Enron scam. The nine: J.P. Morgan, Chase, Citigroup, Credit suisse, First Boston, Bank of America, Merrill Lynch, Barclays, Deutch Bank, Lehman Brothers and the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce – our own CIBC, which in the interests of full disclosure I must confess is my own personal bank, making me complicit in the whole affair.

The author, William Greider, states that these institutions, “collaborated with [Enron] in its financial sleight of hand...to inflate its profits, conceal its burgeoning debts and push its stock prices higher and higher”, and that through these actions the banks “earned hundreds of
millions, billions altogether, in securities commissions and consulting fees, as well as from the inflated interest rates they charged Enron on disguised loans.”

One easily concludes that the Law has very little to do with justice. What is not-illegal is not necessarily not-criminal, except in the most narrow definition. Not all crimes are against the law.

There is a very interesting discussion of this distinction available on the web site of Harper’s Magazine, in the form of a panel discussion moderated by Lewis Lapham on the “crimes” of Henry Kissinger. A darling of Corporate America, who also draws corporate leaders in Canada to his speeches at $25,000-$50,000/hr, Kissinger has never been charged with, let along convicted, of legal responsibility for some millions of deaths of non-combatants in various countries that occurred as a result of his explicit orders under two U.S. administrations. The website discussion wrestles with the dilemma of whether his actions, since they were government “policy” – albeit devised by himself among others – would ever be construed in the United States as illegal and, if not, whether they could be considered criminal regardless of legality. Such debates, whether in the realm of politics or business, make clear and absolute distinctions between morality and criminality, and remove morality from the equation. When we are in pursuit of justice, this sleight of hand is one of the first tricks we have to challenge.

The law is a useful tool in the struggle to promote justice. It is not however the sole tool, nor in the end is it the most important one. And the legal approach cuts two ways. It exposes the entire movement to the limits of a judicial universe, with its emphasis on litigation and litigation chill; and on the letter of the law rather than the moral and ethical considerations that underlie the law.

The struggle for justice is a moral, ethical, social and normative struggle. It is a struggle over the regressive structures of social and political and economic reality, not only over the laws that govern these structures, since it is structures that determine the law, not the obverse. Therefore we need to focus on structural change, as well as legislation.

**Critical Questions**

Is it ever justified to do evil to create or protect good? In fact, is it possible? The first principle of ethics is that good can never be created or protected by evil means. But the utility principle defies this logic by making the equation invisible, focusing on the “greater good” rather than the so-called “lesser” evil.26

The Corporate Accountability Commission report made much of its analysis that corporate social responsibility is good for business and corporate image, and therefore contributes to profit. The starting point is not social responsibility, but the “legitimacy” of profit.

A critical question is: if it could be proven that social responsibility and accountability significantly reduce profit, would the conclusion be that corporations could ignore their responsibilities, or more importantly, not be held accountable for their actions?

And what is the threshold? Profit margins, or social impact? What is the first principle – profit, or justice?

Should the central strategy of the CSR movement be proving that social responsibility is good for business, and collaborating with the corporate sector to devise an acceptable balance between profit and responsibility? Is this the pursuit of justice? Or should competiveness and profit be relegated to second- or third-tier criteria, and nurturing the commons and the social good come first?

In this regard a recent essay by Paul Hawken27, distributed by Food First, is instructive and illustrates what is at stake. He refers to McDonald’s Report on Corporate Social Responsibility (released April 14th), as “a low water mark for the concept of sustainability and the promise of corporate social responsibility.” Hawken laments: “That their report is based on the Global Reporting Initiative (GRIs) calls to question whether the GRIs have anything to do with the concept of sustainability or true corporate responsibility.”

Hawken continues:

At this juncture in our history, as companies and governments turn their attention to sustainability, it is critical that the meaning of sustainability not get lost in the trappings of corporate speak. There is a growing worldwide movement towards corporate responsibility and sustainability, led in many cases by companies whose history and products have brought damage and suffering to the world. I am concerned that good housekeeping practices such as recycled hamburger shells will be confused with creating a just and sustainable world. Transnational corporations such as McDonalds and their associated lobbyists and trade associations have led efforts to Americanize trade through representatives at the WTO. They have prevented the strengthening of environmental and labor laws and they have led the effort to eliminate the ability of smaller, more vulnerable nations to determine their economic destiny. In other words, they embrace “sustainability” as long as they can make money and it doesn’t change their
overall purpose, which is to grow faster than the overall world economy and population and increase their share of the world’s economic output to the benefit of a small number of shareholders.

“Sustaining” McDonald’s requires a simple unsustainable formula: cheap food plus cheap non-unionized labor plus deceptive advertising = high profits. An honest report would tell stakeholders how much it truly costs society to support a corporation like McDonald’s. It would detail the externalities borne by other people, places, and generations: The draining of aquifers, the contaminated waterways, the strip-mined soils, the dangerous abattoirs where migrant workers are employed, the inhumane, injury-prone dead-end jobs preparing chicken carcasses for Chicken McNuggets, the global greenhouse methane gas emitted by the millions of hamburger cows in feedlots, the impact of their $2 billion advertising and promotional campaigns to convince young people to demand their food, the ethics of using toys to induce small children into their restaurants. The list is longer than this. What the report is short on is candor, transparency and corporate honesty.

From this, the question that we cannot avoid here: is CSR as promoted by the corporate sector pro-justice, or simply pro-business? What is the threshold? Do we assume the benevolence of corporations, or their malignancy? The very question, “Can a corporation be both socially responsible and profitable?” is evidence that there is an inherent potential contradiction between profit and the social good, and between license and freedom.

For justice to prevail in this tension, social good must always trump profit. This of course focuses us on the critical question, “What is social good?”, and under what circumstance – if any – is individual or corporate profit a “social good”?

In a discussion such as this – a discussion that dares to ask this question – what else can be challenged? What other questions can be posed? If market capitalism is predicated on injustice, how can we talk of corporations as a factor in promoting justice?

Now, the CAC quotes Max Clarkson as saying “Stakeholder theory should not be used to weave a basket big enough to hold the world’s misery.” And some here today may be muttering the same thing. Well, I agree, of course. No one can weave a basket big enough for that – out of any theory – and no one is trying to do so. This kind of assertion merely throws a red-herring in our path. And frankly, it reveals the flaw in the very notion of stakeholder theory itself.

The critical question should not be: “How can we act to convince corporations to promote justice?” Rather, the question should be posed: “How can we activate to eradicate the injustice of corporate behaviour and the profit logic, and the unjust effects of corporate actions?”

For as I say, the issue here is the pursuit of justice, not the pursuit of profit, nor even the pursuit of justice with profit. We have to factor in corporations as they really factor, and this does not mean balancing the factor of corporate injustice with corporate benevolence.

It is quite remarkable that the starting point of the Commission on Corporate Accountability is the question: Do the charters bestowed by governments to facilitate the generation of profits relieve corporations of broader requirements of responsibility and accountability to the societies in which they operate? Or do the very success of the corporations and the scale of corporate operations in the modern economy bring with them obligations?

In what moral universe is this a real question? No one, and nothing, is devoid of responsibility, and in the case of corporations this responsibility comes not from their “very success”, but from their very existence. The question is not responsibility, but accountability, and liability.

All rights rely on corollary responsibilities that defend and protect the rights themselves. That is, those with rights derived from society are responsible not only to the society from which the rights are derived, but for the society that offers and protects these rights. Freedom is not license. To the contrary, license is the enemy of freedom, and it is the licentiousness of corporate mores that need to be curtailed in the pursuit of justice.

The Challenge

In the social responsibility discourse promoted in the corporate world, the issue has largely been civility and noblesse oblige, rather than fundamental rights and justice for all. But justice is not fairness, nor some process of balancing the needs of corporations against those of citizens and their neighbourhoods. To shift this discourse to emphasize the pursuit of justice, the movement to promote corporate accountability will have to engage in dynamics that transcend the current polite consensus within the mainstream of the movement itself. This consensus is documented best, perhaps, by the Corporate Accountability Commission – whose discussion paper relies on a definition of “the public good or public interest” that is as utilitarian as it gets: “...that the mode of behaviour of all of society’s institutions must cohere with individual rights and the well-being of at least a majority of the free and equal citizens.”
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But, “at least the majority” is not even democratic, let alone just, and increasingly this consensus is being challenged at the grassroots, by the anti-poverty movement, the peace movement and the anti-nuclear movement, by the biodiversity movement, natural food movement, by greens and other ecologists, by anarchists, by socialists, by all those that the media label “anti-globalization”, but whom in reality are globalizing social solidarity in profound and powerful ways. These folks have taken to different forms of agitation and confrontation, and do not feel obligated to emphasize civility in their critique.

These groups, their experience, their perspectives have to be brought into this conversation. This prospect may make some uncomfortable. But we would do well to remember that it is activists in the streets who have allowed CSR to become a viable discourse, and have created the space for CSR advocates in the boardroom and conference hall. It is these activists who maintain the tension that gives insider CSR advocates their ante at the table and their caché within the corporate sphere. And it these groups that educate and mobilize citizens around the daily issues that generate public opinion and citizen action. Those who live on the inside should never forget this. The freight is being paid on the streets, and that is where the truth lies. We need to reach out to this reality and honour it; we should never scorn it or, worse, slander it.

In all of this, I want to reiterate my opening premise that factoring corporations into the pursuit of justice does not just presume a reform of corporations and the law that governs their existence and deportment. It presumes a transformation of corporations, and the fundamental assumptions under which they exist and operate. It presumes a radical repositioning of the State and the Citizen vis à vis corporations and the commercial sector. And it presumes a transformation in the structures and norms through which the state and its citizens relate to corporations and the realities they impact.

I know that many people believe that some things will simply never change, including many of the realities I have described, and that we have to work within these constraints. For my part, I believe that while we must obviously work in the context of these constraints, it is on precisely those things that are believed will never change, that we should most relentlessly focus as change agents.

The fact that so many are dedicating our lives to these issues is an indicator that perhaps Leonard Cohen was too hasty in his famous lament: maybe the war is not over, and maybe the good guys have not yet lost – even if “winning” seems a distant prospect.
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